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 EV registrations are
aligned to populated
areas, mostly in capital
cities

However, almost all
regions have at least one
EV registration (providing
the first level of opaque
shading)

Australia 

Commercial in confidence. All data remains the IP of EVUp Pty Ltd. 
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Some of the highest
concentrations of EVs in
the country, particularly in
the inner NE. 

Higher rate of “regional”
volume than other cities

Commercial in confidence. All data remains the IP of EVUp Pty Ltd. 

Melbourne
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Highest concentration
near CBD& north of the
harbour, with wealth

Unlike other cities, less
density in surrounding
inland regional areas 

Commercial in confidence. All data remains the IP of EVUp Pty Ltd. 

Sydney
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Density along the coast  

ACT shows reasonable
volume despite missing
Tesla data for this
assessment 

North of Sydney to
Newcastle shows
moderate density of EVs

Commercial in confidence. All data remains the IP of EVUp Pty Ltd. 

Sydney GMR + ACT
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 Strong cluster in the centre
/ inner north of Brisbane

Coastal regions see most of
the volume. 

 Caboolture area between
Brisbane & Sunshine Coast
less dense than surrounding
areas.

 Toowoomba & Byron Bay
areas are moderate volume 

Commercial in confidence. All data remains the IP of EVUp Pty Ltd. 

SEQ
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Both Cairns & Townsville
have over 30
registrations 

Other areas have
smaller numbers
(between 1-30 units)

Commercial in confidence. All data remains the IP of EVUp Pty Ltd. 

FNQ
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Adelaide sees an even
spread of volume
clustered in the
populated areas 

Regional areas have
very light coverage

Commercial in confidence. All data remains the IP of EVUp Pty Ltd. 

Adelaide
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North Perth & the City of
Stirling has the highest
density 

Density is aligned to the
coast & the eastern
suburbs of Perth 

Commercial in confidence. All data remains the IP of EVUp Pty Ltd. 

Perth
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Commercial in confidence. All data remains the IP of EVUp Pty Ltd. 

Obtaining robust sales data for EVs is
challenging, with Tesla data not routinely
available

The compound annual growth rate (CAGR) from
2010 to 2020 is 68%. 
The average annual growth rate for the period is
95% per year due to some significant jumps in
2012 and 2014.

Sources: ABS, FCAI, Cars Advice, EVC

Observations in data:

EV registrations over time
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The data highlights the most populated EV suburbs and their

relative growth (CAGR) from 2015 to 2020.

The data is split by Tesla and all other EVs which is an

important distinction. Of the top 20 suburbs of each group,

only 4 overlaps. Some of this is due to the lack of Tesla data

for ACT which may have provided more overlapping results.

There is some link between affluent suburbs and Tesla sales

volume, but in general, all suburbs represented are either

inner city or known to be affluent. This is a likely correlation.

It is clear that Victoria and NSW suburbs feature heavily, QLD

less so. The Tesla list only has three QLD suburbs, two on the

Gold Coast even before the Gold Coast Tesla store had

opened (Feb 2021). 

The EV growth experienced by some areas is influenced by the

potential in that area. Most suburbs in the top 20 are at or

above the national average 2015-20 CAGR of 68% apart from

some that may be saturating, slowing down, or had a

significant volume of early adopters. 

Caution must be taken with potential OEM HQ registrations in

Mulgrave Vic (All non-Tesla), Richmond Vic, Alexandria NSW

and Fortitude Valley Qld (Tesla sites).
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Commercial in confidence. All data remains the IP of EVUp Pty Ltd. 

EV growth areas by suburb (2015 to 2020)
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Commercial in confidence. All data remains the IP of EVUp Pty Ltd. 

The table below offers a combined minimum registered volume of 20,001 EVs nationally at end of 2020

EV registrations by state
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VIEW LOCATION

FIND LOCATION

Install customer-focused EV charging infrastructure at your site with our turnkey solutions.
Ask our team for a virtual meeting & demonstration. 

We'll recommend & install
Australian-made charging units. 

Standard AC units or smart
OCPP AC & DC units connected

to UpCharge. 

Hardware

Intelligently manage & bill  via
OCPP hardware. Connect to

UpCharge or create your own
branded network. 

UpCharge 
Software

Site & driver support & education via
24/7 1300 number + quarterly checks

by qualified technician

Support &
Maintenance

Where will EV charging be located,
power supply, purpose?

Small projects (1-20 ports): included.
Larger projects (efleet rollout):
please discuss with our team.

Consultation

Complete EV charging infrastructure solutions 

https://www.evup.com.au/
https://www.evup.com.au/


Accelerate EV infrastructure for your site with the EVUp electrical & consulting
team. Call your EVUp contact or email us at charge@evup.com.au 

SIMPLE DISCUSSIONS, TURNKEY SOLUTIONS

evup.com.au

1300 EVUP 00
Charge happy

INTELLIGENT  INTEGRATED  CONNECTED

Please note that EVUp owns all intellectual property (IP) in this proposal and nothing from it may be reproduced or distributed without our prior written consent.
All information and recommendations are subject to change and EVUp offers no guarantees that the information contained within this proposal will be accurate
or correct at any future date. All technical recommendations in this proposal are for guidance purposes only and location, electrical, safety and technical
specifications will be provided following acceptance of the proposal and our own investigation, measurements and supply requirement work.

This report was created in partnership with our friends at Mov3ment 
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http://mov3ment.com.au/

